Micro blogging today has become a very popular communication tool among Internet users. Millions of users share opinions on different aspects of life every day. Therefore micro blogging web-sites are rich sources of data for opinion mining and sentiment analysis. Because micro blogging has appeared relatively recently, there are a few research works that are devoted to this topic. In this paper, we are focusing on using Twitter, the most popular micro blogging platform, for the task of Emotion analysis. We will show how to automatically collect a corpus for Emotion analysis and opinion mining purposes and then perform linguistic analysis of the collected corpus and explain discovered phenomena. Using the corpus, we will build a Emotion classifier that will be able to determine the emotion class of the person writing.
INTRODUCTION
Emotions play important role in human intelligence, rational decision making, social interaction, perception, memory, learning, creativity, and more. Opinion mining and sentiment analysis is a subtopic of natural language processing and text mining that deals with the automated discovery and extraction of knowledge about people's sentiments, evaluation and opinions from textual data such as personal blogs, review websites and customer feedback forms. Opinion mining and sentiment analysis is an area that has received significant interest in recent times because of its practical usage and application in today's environment.
Previous researches for emotional analysis of texts have included a variety of text contents: web-logs [2, 3] , stories [4, 5] , news, text messages [6] , spoken dialogs [7] , etc. For many applications, identifying emotions only on document level may not be sufficient. A text-based emotion prediction system would benefit from identifying the emotional affinity of sentences. The emotion analysis on sentence level may also be important for more detailed emotion analysis systems.
So far emotion analysis of text classifies text classifies text into three categories only i.e. Positive, negative and neutral, however we would extend this and classify it into six basic emotion classes i.e. positive, negative, fear, joy, surprise, hate, disgust .In this paper we discuss the design an emotion classifier engine capable of such classification. We discuss the methodology and results of our proposed system. Our goal is to investigate the expression of emotion in tweets through a corpus annotation study and to prepare an annotated corpus for use in automatic emotion analysis experiments we explore syntactic, semantic and contextual-based approach for automatically classification. The results of the initial experiments show an improved performance over baseline accuracy.
The data for our experiments came from Twitter [8] . We wanted to identify the Emotions of different people, so Twitter was the best available source to get data for them. People freely communicate over micro-blogging sites and thus micro-blogging is rich in providing the emotion perspective of a person. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the related work is reviewed. Section 3, describes the data preparation part. In section 4, describes Automatic Emotion Classification. Finally in section 5, conclusions are given.
RELATED WORK
Some researchers have studied emotion in a wider framework of private states [9] . Wiebe et al. [10] worked on the manual annotation of private states including emotions, opinions, and sentiment in a 10,000-sentence corpus (the MPQA corpus) of news articles. Expressions of emotions in text have also been studied within the Appraisal Framework [11] , a functional theory of the language used for conveying attitudes, judgments and emotions [12, 13] . Neither of these frameworks deals exclusively with emotion, the focus of this paper. In a work focused on learning specific emotions from text, Alm et al. [14] have explored automatic classification of sentences in children's fairy tales according to the basic emotions identified by Ekman [15] . The data used in their experiments was manually annotated with emotion information, and is targeted for use in a text-to-speech synthesis system for expressive rendering of stories. Read [16] has used a corpus of short stories, manually annotated with sentiment tags, in automatic emotion-based classification of sentences. These projects focus on the genre of fiction, with only sentence-level emotion annotations; they do not focus on context of emotion in a sentence, as we do in our work.
In other related work, Liu et al. [17] have utilized real-world knowledge about affect drawn from a common-sense knowledge base. They aim to understand the semantics of text to identify emotions at the sentence level. They begin with extracting from the knowledge base those sentences that contain some affective information. This information is utilized in building affective models of text, which are used to label each sentence with a six-tuple that corresponds to Ekman's six basic emotions [15] . Neviarouskaya et al. [18] have also used a rule-based method for determining Ekman's basic emotions in the sentences in blog posts.
Mihalcea and Liu [19] have focused in their work on two particular emotions -happiness and sadness. They work on blog posts which are self-annotated by the blog writers with happy and sad mood labels. Our work differs in the aim and scope from those projects: we have prepared a corpus annotated with rich emotion information that can be further used in a variety of automatic emotion analysis experiments.
THE EMPIRICAL STUDY 3.1 Data Sets
We worked with tweets that we collected from web [20] . The resource was prepared by downloading 1000 randomly selected twitter users and their tweets. Each user's tweets reside within a file, the filename consists of user-name and the suffix .tweet. Each line is formatted as time-stamp text. For example, a tweet sent by Joe would be in joe. tweets and be formatted as follows:
2008-11-14T16:01:38+00:00 I had cat food for dinner.
The dataset had 3,05,310 multi-lingual tweets .We removed foreign language tweets from our dataset, resulting in dataset comprised of only tweets in English language .The timestamp not being relevant was removed from the data.
We prepared a list of seed words for six basic emotions categories proposed by Ekman [15] . These categories represent the distinctly identifiable facial expressions of emotion -happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise and fear. Using these seed words we retrieved tweets from the resulting dataset, which was further refined by removing URL's from it. Has tags and user-names were retained. The resulting dataset has 8150 tweets. 
Data Annotation
Emotion labeling is reliable if there is more than one judgment for each label. Five judges manually annotated the corpus; each sentence was subject to two judgments. Annotations were performed by five people. The annotators received no training, though they were given samples of annotated sentences to illustrate the kind of annotations required. The annotators were required to label each sentence with the appropriate emotion category, which describes its affective content. If they didn't found the tweet belonging to any category it was assigned neutral label .Thus to Ekman's six emotions, we added no emotion (neutral), resulting in seven categories to which a sentence could be assigned. All sentences that had no emotion content were to be assigned to the no emotion (neutral) category. eg. @mebner I would say social media is a cocktail partysometimes the conversations "click" and/or we move on.
In the final annotated corpus, the no emotion category was the most frequent. It is important to have no emotion sentences in the corpus, as both positive and negative examples are required to train any automatic analysis system.
Measuring Annotations Agreements
The interpretation of sentiment information in text is highly subjective, which leads to disparity in the annotations by different judges. Difference in skills and focus of the judges, and ambiguity in the annotation guidelines and in the annotation task itself also contribute to disagreement between the judges [21] . We seek to find how much the judges agree in assigning a particular annotation by using metrics that quantify these agreements.
First we measure how much the annotators agree on classifying a sentence as an emotion sentence. Cohen's kappa [25] is popularly used to compare the extent of consensus between judges in classifying items into known mutually exclusive categories. Table 2 shows the pair-wise agreement between the annotators on emotion/non-emotion labeling of the sentences in the corpus. We report agreement values for pairs of annotators who worked on the same portion of the corpus. Within the emotion sentences, there are seven possible categories of emotions to which a sentence can be assigned. Table 3 shows the value of kappa for each of these emotion categories for each annotator pair.
Learning Model
Our emotion classifier is a based on multi-class SVM kernels. The seed words obtained in Data normalization process are used as Vectors for training the SVM. The stem words are then preprocessed for the use of SVM. This is done by converting the stem words into numeric data that can be used by SVM.
We use SVM multi-class formulation described in [1] .But it optimizes it with an algorithm that is very fast in the linear case. 
Feature Set
The features were extracted using java. Tweets were preprocessed using Stanford Corenlp Package [22] . The Support Vector Machine Framework (SVM) has been used for training as well as classifying tweets into above mentioned six emotion tags and one neutral tag. We have used syntactic, Semantic as well as Contextual features for our classification work. Feature is of following format Word-net-Affect assigns a variety of affect labels to a subset of syn-sets in Word-net. We utilized the publicly available lists extracted from WNA, consisting of emotion-related words. There are six lists corresponding to the six basic emotion categories identified by Ekman .
we utilized these lists to capture our feature group 5.
Feature group 6 tries to capture the contextual information of the emotion-word. We obtain a window defined context of th e emotion-word. Window is defined in the configuration files and can be defined to obtain the desired context .It Captures both left and right context of the emotion word. we have used Typed Dependency using "edu/stanford/nlp/models/lexparser/englishPCFG.ser.gz" parser. We used Dependency of Personal-pronoun with the Verb as a feature.
Feature group 11 uses The Emoticons and their consecutive occurrences generally contribute as much as real sentiment to the words or sentences that precede or follow it.
RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS
For our classification experiments, we used Support Vector Machines (SVM), which have been popularly used in sentiment classification tasks conclusion and future work. All Experiments were performed using Leave-One -Out Crossvalidation. Each sentence was represented by a vector composed of multiple features in the sentence along with the feature weight. Examples depicted in table IV
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Table 4: Example Vectors
The Above vectors are in the format class-label feature: weight.
To explore the contribution of different feature groups to the classification performance, we conducted experiments using different combination of features and different assignment of weights. The combinations we used were (1) We achieved best results when all features were combined. Table 5 summarizes the results and figure 1 depicts it in graphical form. We have also added the commonly used acronyms like lol , wtf, shit, rofl etc to the word-net-affect Lexicon to capture the slangs used on twitter.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We address the problem of identifying expressions of emotion in text. We describe the task of annotating sentences in a Tweet corpus. An annotation agreement study shows variation in agreement among judges for different emotion categories. We found the annotators to agree most in identifying instances of happiness and anger.
We also present the results of automatic emotion classification experiments, which utilized knowledge resources in identifying emotion-bearing words in sentences. The accuracy is 73.24%, significantly higher than previous work done on the same theme. In future we would aim to use more features to the system and try to exploit more dependency relations. we will also use the annotated data for fine-grained classification of sentences on the basis of emotion categories. We also plan to incorporate methods for addressing the special needs of the kind of language used in on-line communication.
